Coral Atlas
by Mulyana

Art Porters Gallery is delighted to present a brand new series of hand-crocheted soft sculptures
titled CORAL ATLAS, by popular Indonesian artist Mulyana, at Art Central 2018. Building on the
overwhelming success of his installation series, Cloud Coral, which was first presented at ArtJog
in 2015 and further developed for a commission installation at the Singapore Art Museum in 2016,
CORAL ATLAS builds on its predecessor and casts a new light at the plight of coral reefs, which the
artist finally came to face to face with while snorkelling in Lombok and Gili Islands last year. Mulyana
has exhibited at the Jogja Biennale 2017, and was recently commissioned by ArtJog 2018 to create
the fair’s large signature entrance public art.
The dying coral reefs, largely a result of environmental pollution caused by mankind’s selfish
behaviours, made Mulyana realise that he may never have the chance to see the true colours of these
once beautiful corals ever again. He discovered that it was instead the multi-coloured schools of fish
that were incessantly giving colours and signs of life to the coral reefs. Peering down at the sea life
beneath him, the foreign-looking geographical landscape reminded him of clouds in the sky – clouds
that have the abilities to change in shape, shade and are always on the move, however subtly. It has
become Mulyana’s prayer that, just like the clouds, these coral reefs may one day revive and become
thriving life forms again.
CORAL ATLAS consists of six sculptures, namely Cumulus, Cirrus, Stratus, Alto, Nimbos and Strato;
formal terms used to classify clouds according to their height, texture and appearance from the
ground.
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Coral Atlas Cumulus
2018
H138 x W193 x D32 cm
synthetic cotton, synthetic yarn, plastic web
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Coral Atlas Cirrus
2018
H180 x W188 x D38 cm
synthetic cotton, synthetic yarn, plastic web
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Coral Atlas Stratus
2018
H145 x W178 x D38 cm
synthetic cotton, synthetic yarn, plastic web
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Coral Atlas Alto
2018
H120 x W185 x D45 cm
synthetic cotton, synthetic yarn, plastic web
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Coral Atlas Nimbos
2018
H175 x W150 x D45 cm
synthetic cotton, synthetic yarn, plastic web
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Coral Atlas Strato
2018
H95 x W85 x D38 cm
synthetic cotton, synthetic yarn, plastic web
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About Mulyana
Jogja-based Mulyana (b. 1984) was educated as an art teacher and learned knitting and crocheting
at the famous book shop collective Tobucil in Bandung. Mulyana experiences the act of knitting
or crocheting as a form of meditation and prayer. His pieces begin their lives like small organisms,
the modules slowly blooming with quiet contemplation into vividly colored clusters of queer forms
that seem to hold together tightly, as if a pulling force was binding them relentlessly with invisible
strength. Hand-crocheted islands were aptly titled, Sister island, Coral island and such, ironically
prompting us to recall coral life on the seabed, instead of man-dominant or artificially reclaimed
islands. Subsequently, Mulyana released the Cloud Coral series in 2015 and Cloud Atlas series in
2018. As you draw closer to peer into the multitude of tiny eyes poking out of the coral-like forms,
cute as they may seem, their intimate presence sucks you into their microscopic world of tactility
and a parallel life – a channel to transcendence? Often, Mulyana speaks of his work with vigorous
reference to spirituality and a sense of a higher being guiding his act of creation. Deeper layers of
interpretation lie in these vibrant and eye-catching soft sculptures – do we not forget that corals live
and breathe a life of their own?
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About Art Porters Gallery
Art Porters Gallery believes in the unique power of art in transforming lives. Rooted in the
founder’s personal experience with a life-changing masterpiece, the gallery’s mission in “sharing
happiness with art” was born. Art Porters Gallery is housed in a charming Peranakan shophouse in
one of the quaintest neighbourhoods of Singapore. The gallery’s work focuses on contemporary art
and develops privileged relationships with international artists, whose works are presented in various
forms of media including drawing, painting, sculpture, photography, and digital animation. The gallery
also provides art consultancy services for various corporations, and hosts events for a wide variety of
clients.

